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Treat Slurry & Release on Site Concrete Washout System- Release Water on Site                               

                                                                            Steps for Proper Treatment                                                           PH Levels 

Sprinkle 5 lb bag of “EZ Washout PH Stabilizer” across bottom of Stand     Stabilized 
 The following steps are per concrete washout (Per truck) 

1. Upon Starting Rinse Flow, 8 oz bottle of Solution #1 needs to be added at the rinse flow to ensure proper mixing 

2. Add 8 oz bottle of Solution #2 in the same manner as step 3.  (Solution 1, then Solution 2) 
*Introducing both liquids with rinsewater will ensure adequate mixing.* 

http://www.flo-water.net/
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Flo-Water Concrete Washout System 
The EZ Concrete washout system uses a three step process. 
The process uses two flocculent products and a PH downer. 

Treating the slurry with the Flo-Water Concrete Washout System enables the water and concrete to be separated, the water is clear, the 

PH is adjusted to normal levels, and the water is released on site.  You are hauling away the concrete (slurry minus water)- not the water.  

You also eliminate the waiting game of the water evaporating away. 

Why Flo-Water Concrete Washout System? 

1. Flo-Water’s pallet sized Concrete Washout Boxes will handle 3- 12 trucks at a time.   

2. Easy on site assembly, ability to haul away to trash with equipment. 

3. You are eliminating the older methods which are time consuming and costly- thus inefficient. 

4. No more of the hole in the ground, and hoping they wrap it properly in plastic.  No more hay bales lined in plastic, hoping the toxic 

slurry doesn’t reach the environment.   

5. Eliminate the cost of the dumpsters, the time waiting for the water to evaporate away, or the cost associated with hauling away the 

concrete, slurry, and water. 

Custom sizes available for larger projects.  Flo-Water will work with you. 

No more hauling away the water you truck in to wash the Concrete Trucks 

http://www.flo-water.net/

